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Your Business in the

Best Light.
Greenlite Group is on a mission to help UK businesses
improve their energy efficiency.
That’s why we offer a complete hassle free LED upgrade
solution that maximises your savings, designed to deliver on
the outcomes that matter...

Reduced Maintenance
Customer Experience
Improved Aesthetics
Energy Savings
Well-being
Sales

Sourced to Suit
We don’t take one-size-fits all approach
to product supply. We listen to your
organisational needs and objectives to
find a solution that achieves the right
‘look and feel’ for you.

The LED Benefit
Low energy consumption
Modern, energy efficient lamps use far less energy
Long-lasting lamps
No expense or man-hours wasted replacing dead lamps
No heat emitted
No need for extra comfort cooling
Good light quality
Comfortable colour rendition with natural qualities that highlight the
aesthetics of your products
No outages
No dark areas that compromise health and safety and operations.
Fast paybacks
Investment in energy savings technology can yield significant savings.
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The Perfect Process
1

Our professional engineers visit site to survey the existing
lighting systems.
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Our experienced lighting designers source replacement
products that meet your organisational requirements.
Where possible, we will source replacements that are
compatible with the existing housing to keep unnecessary
installation costs down. A detailed proposal will break
down your existing and proposed technologies, any
financial savings achievable and the grants available.

3

We work with specialist financiers offering excellent rates
on energy efficient assets to help protect your business
working capital. The Greenlite team will also help secure
available energy efficiency funding, so far 100% of our
applicants have been successful.

4

Our qualified in-house engineering team will install the
new technologies at the agreed time, making limited
disruption to business activities. A risk assessment and
method statement is carried out before work commences
to ensure the health and safety of everyone on site.

We don’t stop there.
When you purchase our supply and fit solution,
we back up your upgrade solution with 5 year
comprehensive maintenance warranties.

No strings attached maintenance.
If the lights go out, just drop us a line. We keep bonded stock
in our warehouse so warranted items can be delivered to site
next day with an engineer attending site within 5 days.

We cover
Repairs
Replacements
Labour
Access
at no extra cost.

Team of

30

Nationwide
Maintenance
Engineers

Case Studies
All projects were granted 15% funding from the
Carbon Trust Green Business Fund and are supported
with 5 year comprehensive warranties.
Oakwell Commercials

72%
savings

Challenge: Reduce power consumption and
improve light levels throughout the car garage.
Solution: LED design, supply and fit.
Outcome: Vastly improved quality of light and
improved colour rendition accuracy for body
paint repairs.
“We are delighted with the outcome,
the lighting looks great.”

Parotec Solutions

69%
savings

Challenge: Reduce power consumption and
improve quality of light in the warehouse.
Solution: LED design, supply and fit
Outcome: Better quality of light throughout
the warehouse, improving stock inventory and
aesthetic rendition accuracy. Cash positive
energy savings.
“It’s great, everyone can see better!”

ASH Plastics
Challenge: Reduce power consumption
Solution: LED design, supply and fit.
Outcome: Cash positive energy savings and
better quality of light levels throughout the
warehouse.

66%
savings

“There was very little disruption to the business during
the fitting, and we were really happy that Greenlite
removed all of the old fittings, and cleaned up as they
went along.”

Sussex Bed Centre
Challenge: Reduce power consumption and
improve light quality in the showrooms.
Solution: LED design, supply and fit.
Outcome: Cash positive energy savings. Better
quality of light throughout the showroom and
better stock inventory in the back areas.
“The project went seamlessly. The results are great and
we’re very impressed with the savings we make on our
energy bills.”

78%
savings

The
Greenlite
Experience
At Greenlite Group, we strive to be
even better than our customers expect us to be.
This is our overriding ethos.
The Greenlite Experience is a pledge to provide only the very best in
customer service. It represents a commitment between our staff and
our management to always be honest, respectful and trustworthy.
A values-driven culture helps us to flourish in our everyday business.

We promise our customers:
- Our engineers never leave site without a signature of approval
- A dedicated account manager that’s easily contactable.
- Senior level management that’s always available
- Experienced staff that are qualified for the job
- Health and Safety is prioritised ensuring compliance with industry guidelines
- Limited disruption during installation
- All staff wear branded uniforms and carry ID cards
- Voice-mail messages will be attended to in a timely manner.
- Any feedback, comments or complaints will receive a transparent response
and clear escalation process by senior level management.

You’re in
Good Hands
Our customers say we set the bar very
high in the industry in terms of first class
customer service and flexible approach.
We’re glad they’re happy. We’re sure you will be too.

Contact Information
0844 880 2116
hello@greenlitegroup.co.uk
Greenlite Lighting Solutions Ltd
Unit 11 Apollo Court
Hallam Way
Blackpool
FY4 5FS

greenlitegroup.co.uk

